What Drives You?

First, consider these three questions.

1. What do you value most? (truth, beauty, justice, harmony, creativity...)

2. How is what you value exemplified by those at the U?

3. How is what you value shown in what you do?
Then, develop your own personal headline about what drives you. There are no rules for this. Try to come up with a headline that’s fresh or surprising!

Write your headline here:

**WHAT DRIVES [YOUR NAME]** ________________________________

TO ____________________________________________

______________________________

Examples:

**WHAT DRIVES KAREN OBERHAUSER**  
TO CHASE A BUTTERFLY ALL THE WAY TO A REMOTE MEXICAN VILLAGE?

**WHAT DRIVES BEN UTECHT**  
TO WRITE SONGS ABOUT CONCUSSIONS?

**WHAT DRIVES ANISH CHANDAK**  
TO DANCE TO SHAKE A WORLD?

**WHAT DRIVES LUNA ALLEN-BAKERIAN**  
TO SEE HARMONY IN DIFFERENCE?

**WHAT DRIVES TONY BITTNER**  
TO LEAD A TEAM OF 3 TO TAKE ON 1,300?

**WHAT DRIVES TRACY SHERBERT**  
TO CONGRATULATE EVERY FRESHMAN?